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FINANCE NEWS

CBN Injects $21.18bn In
Forex Market In 11 Months
The Central Bank of Nigeria
(CBN) sold foreign exchange
amounting to $21.18billion
to authorised dealers
between January and
November last year, findings
by New Telegraph show. The
figure is $13.40 billion less
than the $34.58 billion that
the regulator sold to
authorised dealers in the
corresponding period of the
previous year. According to
the November 2020 monthly
economic report it released
a few days ago.

Read more+

CBN’s fight against
inflation failing, say
economic experts

With Inflation at 16.47%,
Analysts List Ways to Curb
Trend
Analysts yesterday urged the
federal government and the
Central Bank of Nigeria
(CBN) to boost current
interventions in agriculture
and tackle rising insecurity in
the country as ways of
curbing soaring inflation.
They called on the apex
bank to consider increasing
foreign exchange supply to
bring down exchange rate,
especially now that crude oil
prices are relatively high.

Economic analysts on
Tuesday said the
continued rise in the rate
of inflation across the
country showed that the
fight against inflation by
the Central Bank of
Nigeria was failing.
Experts in firms such as
the Financial Derivatives
Company Limited and
Cordros Group, both
renowned financial
services organisations,
stated that the rise in
Nigeria’s rate of inflation
had lingered for about
four years.

Read more+

Read more+

World Bank VP, Oteh, others Crypto restriction opens
on clean energy revolution
Nigeria to fresh foreign
mission
scramble

Stakeholders have called for
a speedy revolution in
sustainable clean energy in
sub-Saharan Africa to unlock
economic potential and
enable the continent to play
a lead role in global action
for sustainable investment.
Treasurer and Vice-President
of the World Bank Group,
Jingdong Hua, noted that the
pandemic has reinforced the
importance of
multilateralism and global
development agenda, adding
that it was high time
sustainability was given the
deserved attention.

Foreign techies and
innovators have renewed
the historic scramble for
the Nigerian market,
following official restriction
of local transactions in
cryptocurrencies. The
Guardian learnt that the
number and intensity of
online meetings with young
traders on how they can
circumvent the Central
Bank of Nigeria’s (CBN)’s
restriction on banks and
other financial institutions
from transacting have
increased in several folds
since last week.

Read more+

Headline inflation reaches
16.47 per cent

Nigerians’ disposable incomes
took a hit last month as the
consumer price index (CPI),
which measures inflation,
increased by 16.47 per cent
(year-on-year) in January. Also,
escalating food inflation has
remained unabated. Though
analysts at Cordros Securities
noted that the month-onmonth moderation in food
prices may have been largely
driven by the dissipating impact
of festive-induced demand that
increased the pressure on food
demand, stakeholders said
there is the need to address
structural-induced factors
limiting price stabilisation
efforts of the monetary
authority.

Read more..
Read more
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AfDB appoints Orimoloye chief risk officer
The African Development Bank Group has announced the appointment of Mr Ifedayo Orimoloye as
the Group Chief Risk Officer. A statement from the bank said the appointment was effective April 1,
2021. Orimoloye, a United States national, brings over 20 years of risk management and corporate
finance experience from international and diverse financial institutions in Africa, Europe and North
America.

Read more+

BCG: Financial Inclusion, Others’ll Drive Nigeria’s Economic Recovery

The Boston Consulting Group (BCG), a global management consultancy firm, has proposed the
promotion of financial inclusion, equitable distribution of resources, infrastructural development
and formulation of requisite fiscal policies as initiatives that will drive Nigeria’s post- Covid
economic recovery. The measures were highlighted in a recent BCG report titled, “How to Forge
an Inclusive Post- Covid Recovery in Nigeria” authored by Tolu Oyekan, a Partner at the firm’s
Lagos office.

Read more+

FMDQ Reports N19.89trn Turnover In December
Turnover in the Fixed Income and Currencies (FIC) markets for the month ended December 31,
2020 was N19.89 trillion, representing a month on month (MoM) and year on year (YoY) increase
of 35.31 per cent (N5.19 trillion) and 20.91 per cent (N3.44 trillion) respectively. Consequently,
estimated total turnover for full year (FY) 2020 was N215.08 trillion, indicating a YoY decrease of
7.57 per cent (N17.61trillion) on the turnover of N232.69 trillion recorded in FY 2019.

Read more+

Fed Govt spends N50b monthly on electricity subsidy

Worried by complaints by Nigerians over the increase in the cost of electricity, the Federal
Government had been subsidising electricity supply with over N50 billion. The government
spends the cash to complete what electricity cost since Distribution Companies (DisCos) refuse to
pay the full cost of the electricity from the Generating Companies (GenCos) and Transmission
Company of Nigeria (TCN).

Read more+

Stock market sheds N40bn as 20 firms record losses

The nation’s stock market finished lower on Tuesday as 20 firms saw their share prices decline at the end of trading. The
Nigerian Stock Exchange All-Share Index fell by 0.19 per cent to close at 40,494.35 basis points from 40,571.67bps on Monday.
The market capitalisation of listed equities declined by N40bn to N21.18tn from N21.22tn on Monday.

Read more+

CIBN NEWS & UPCOMING EVENTS

CIBN INSURES ITS MEMBERS

Kindly take advantage of the CIBN Group Life Insurance Scheme, a novel scheme which
comes with a sum assured of N1,000,000 (one million naira). With this scheme, you can
enjoy absolute peace of mind in the knowledge that the immediate needs of your loved ones
will be taken care of in case of any eventuality. To enjoy this value added service, simply
pay up your annual subscription and you will be automatically enrolled at no extra cost. For
more details see the flyer below and/ or contact damilolaodule@cibng.org/08150479363
Please note that this value added service is strictly for professional members who are 69
years and below.

WHAT'S NEW?
HEALTH & WELLNESS

WTO can help drive global vaccine access –
Okonjo-Iweala
Newly elected head of the World Trade
Organisation, Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, said on
Tuesday she will push for concrete results in
addressing the dual economic and health crises
facing the globe. Her immediate goals are to
ensure COVID-19 vaccines are produced and
distributed worldwide, not just for rich nations,
and to resist the push towards protectionism
that worsened during the pandemic so that free
trade can help the economic recovery.

Read more+

Diabetes drug may help reduce weight, study
suggests
A drug used in the treatment of Type 2 diabetes
has been found to be very effective against

obesity. Scientists say that the drug,
Semaglutide, may help obese persons avoid
consequences of obesity such as diabetes and
hypertension, according to a study published in
the New England Journal of Medicine in
London. Semaglutide is currently marketed as a
treatment for Type 2 diabetes by its
manufacturer, Novo Nordisk.

SPORTS

Read more+
Djokovic struggles past Zverev as
Serena, Osaka also march on
Novak Djokovic produced a surprising
comeback to defeat Germany’s
Alexander Zverev, the seventh seed,
6/7 (6), 6/2, 6/4, 7/6 (6) to roll into the
semifinals of the Australian Open. In
the women’s draw, Serena Williams
defeated Romania’s Simona Halep 6/3,
62, while Japan’s Naomi Osaka tamed
the wily game of Taiwan’s Hsieh Su-Wei
6/2, 6/2.

Read more+

Shorunmu backs Rohr over Okoye’s
choice
Former Super Eagles goalkeeper, Ike
Shorunmu, has backed coach Gernot
Rohr following his choice of Sparta
Rotterdam shot-stopper, Maduka
Okoye, as the national team’s first
choice goalkeeper. Rohr, in an
interview with ESPN, threw his weight
behind the 21-year-old keeper, picking
him ahead of Daniel Akpeyi and Francis
Uzoho. Speaking with The PUNCH,
Shorunmu, who made 36 appearances
for the senior national team, said
Rohr’s decision must be respected.

Read more+

“Character cannot be developed in ease and quiet. Only through experience of trial and suffering can the soul be
strengthened, vision cleared, ambition inspired, and success achieved.”

– Hellen Keller

GENERAL NEWS

JUST IN:

US court sentences Invictus to 10 years in prison for $11m fraud
Chief District Judge, Rebecca Smith, has sentenced international fraudster, Obinwanne Okeke better known as Invictus, to 10 years in prison for fraud
to the tune of $11m. The Nigerian national was jailed for involvement in a computer-based intrusion fraud scheme that caused approximately $11m
in known losses to his victims, according to the judge.

Read more+
EFCC defends new chair as graft allegation surfaces
The Economic and Financial Crimes Commission on Tuesday absolved its new Chairman, Abdulrasheed Bawa, of allegations of corruption. A few
hours after the President, Major General Muhammadu Buhari (retd.), appointed him as the EFCC chairman on Tuesday, there were reports of his
involvement in corruption. But the commission defended him, saying he had no corruption record. The EFCC Spokesman, Mr Wilson Uwujaren, said
this in a statement on Tuesday while reacting to reports that Bawa was arrested and removed from his position as Port Harcourt zonal head of the
commission for allegedly diverting 224 forfeited trucks.

Read more+
ACF, Afenifere, others fault Buhari’s silence on herders’ menace
The Pan-Niger Delta Forum, the pan-Yoruba socio-political organisation, Afenifere, and the Arewa Consultative Forum, on Tuesday, challenged the
President, Major General Muhammadu Buhari (retd.), over his silence on killings and kidnappings by herdsmen. The PANDEF, Afenifere and the
pan-northern group, the ACF, in separate interviews with The PUNCH, challenged the President to speak out on killings by herders. The ACF
specifically stated that there was nothing wrong in a statement by the Ondo State Governor, Rotimi Akeredolu, who asked Buhari to condemn killer
herdsmen publicly.

Read more+
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